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Abstract: Verification is the only way to make sure if a node is influenced or not because of the
uncertainty of information diffusion in the temporal contact network. In the previous methods, only
N influenced nodes could be found for a given number of verifications N. The target of discovering
influenced nodes is to find more influenced nodes with the limited number of verifications. To tackle
this difficult task, the common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths is proposed in this paper. We
prove that if a node v is confirmed as the influenced node and there exist common nodes on the
temporal diffusion paths from the initial node to the node v, these common nodes can be regarded as the
influenced nodes without verification. It means that it is possible to find more than N influenced nodes
given N verifications. The common nodes idea is applied to search influenced nodes in the temporal
contact network, and three algorithms are designed based on the idea in this paper. The experiments
show that our algorithms can find more influenced nodes in the existence of common nodes.

Keywords: temporal contact network; information diffusion; temporal diffusion path; influenced
nodes; infection probability

1. Introduction

The study of information diffusion in social networks has drawn the attention of academia and
industry. Finding influenced nodes quickly in the process of information diffusion is practical and
valuable for advertising recommendation, virus prevention, network public opinion control and so on.
For example, it is necessary for advertisers to know who will be influenced by their advertisements
to plan the marketing strategy. As we know, information is diffused via contacts under the closed-
world assumption [1] and contacts are varying over time [2]. An information diffusion network can
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be modeled as a temporal contact network, which records when and between whom a contact happens
without knowing what is diffused [3]. This paper studies how to find as many influenced nodes as
possible in a temporal contact network.

However, the information diffusion is uncertain, so which node will be influenced is unpredictable
in a temporal contact network. In fact, there exist time intervals and diffusion probability during the
information diffusion; it is necessary to track and verify the result of information diffusion in the
process of discovering influenced nodes. It is intuitive that only reachable nodes can be influenced
nodes under the closed world assumption. To tell whether a node is influenced accurately, we need
to confirm with the node. For example, we do not know if Tom has an infectious virus until he is
tested. However, node confirmation requires a large amount of computing resources and the number
of confirmations is usually limited [4]. Given the number of verifications N, it is assumed that every
predicted node is influenced exactly; only N nodes can be found in the best case and the upper limit
N cannot be exceeded. In [3], the heuristic diffusion simulation (HDS) algorithm was able to find the
influenced nodes in the h-hops range of the initial influenced nodes; however, it could not find more
than N influenced nodes within the limitation of verification times N. How to find more influenced
nodes with the limited number of verifications is a challenge.

To address the above challenge and find more influenced nodes, we try to find these nodes which
can be viewed as influenced nodes directly without verification. If more than one influenced node can
be found in one verification, the number of influenced nodes will likely increase. In this paper, we
find that if there exist some common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths, these nodes are likely to
be influenced. We propose the idea of common nodes and design three algorithms based on common
nodes. We prove that if there exist common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths, there are more
influenced nodes that can be found with the limited number of verifications.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We prove that the common node on the temporal diffusion paths do not need to be verified, if the
node after the common node is identified as an influenced node.

2) We present three algorithms based on the idea of common nodes. When a node is verified as an
influenced node, the common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths are influenced nodes that do
not need to be verified in our algorithms, which may find more than N influenced nodes before
check time t under N verification times.

3) We do some comparison experiments using our three algorithms and measure the performance of
our algorithms against the HDS and HDS based on adjacent nodes (AHDS) algorithms by using
precision and recall. The experiments show that more influenced nodes can be found with the
limited verification times because of the common nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some related work. We formalize some
relative definitions and the influenced node discovery problem in temporal contact networks based on
the independent cascade model [5] in Section 3, and we propose the idea of common nodes on the
temporal diffusion paths. Section 4 introduces our methods based on common nodes, which can find
more than N influenced nodes after N times of verification in the best case. In Section 5, experiments
are conducted to evaluate influenced node queries on different datasets, and the performance of our
algorithms are compared with the HDS algorithm and AHDS algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.
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2. Related works

The information diffusion problem is a topic that has been receiving much attention in several
contexts in recent years, such as in information diffusion modeling [6–9], diffusion probability
precision [10–13], link prediction [14, 15], privacy in diffusion networks [16–18], influence
maximization in social networks [19–22] and so on. Discovering influenced nodes is similar to
influence maximization (IM) and information diffusion prediction in that they all predict the result of
information diffusion.

IM is a well-known problem in the information diffusion research field [23], which has been studied
extensively. For example, Tong et al. [24] proposed an analysis of the time-constrained adaptive IM
problem, which includes the hardness result in the computation of the optimal policy, a lower bound
of the adaptive gap and a series of seeding policies. Wang et al. [25] studied the problem of IM in
multi-relational social networks and proposed a novel framework consisting of a truncated meta-seed
generator and a structural seed extender. These authors aimed to find a seed set in a social network to
maximize the expected number of influenced nodes, while discovering influenced nodes in our paper
entails trying to find as many influenced nodes as possible.

Researchers have made efforts to explore information diffusion prediction. Independent cascade
and the linear threshold [26] are two seminal diffusion models in information diffusion prediction.
There were some researchers to predict the diffusion range by using deep learning techniques [27–32]
in recent years; for example, Feng et al. [33] developed a new model Inf2vec which combines both
the local influence neighborhood and global user similarity to learn the representations. However,
these models cannot model the temporal dynamics of a diffusion cascade. Liu et al. [34] proposed a
temporal evolving interest-driven cascade prediction framework called TEIC to predict the incremental
diffusion scale. Wu et al. [35] proposed a personalized graph neural network to model the diffusion
process. Yang et al. [36] proposed a novel full-scale diffusion prediction model based on reinforcement
learning and employed an effective structural context extraction strategy to utilize the underlying social
graph information. These methods focus on predicting the ultimate range of information diffusion
and require a certain amount of training data; meanwhile, it is hard to predict the nodes and when
will they become influenced because of the uncertainty of information diffusion. Verifying the result
of information diffusion is the only way to make sure if a node is influenced or not. The authors
of [3] and [4] described the method of computing the infection probability based on an independent
cascade model and proposed some algorithms such as the HDS and AHDS algorithms, to discover the
influenced nodes. However, given the number of verifications N, no more than N influenced nodes can
be found in the best case. In this paper, we propose the idea of common nodes on temporal diffusion
paths in a temporal contact network, which can find more influenced nodes with the limited number of
verifications.

3. Related definitions

We now present the necessary background and define the problem formally, as well as propose the
definition of common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths.
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3.1. Preliminaries and problem formulation

The influenced node discovery problem is related to a lot of prerequisites. In this section, some
notations and definitions are introduced successively.

For ease of description, some notations are listed first. Table 1 defines the notations used in
this paper.

Table 1. Definitions of notations.

Notation Description
G(V,E) Temporal contact network with node set V and edge set E
L Set of initial influenced nodes
h Hop limit
Pr(e) Diffusion probability of edge e
cv,s,i Contact from node vs to ve

Information diffusion in social networks relies on the contacts between nodes which are varying
over time, as in [3] and [4], and the information diffusion network is modeled as a temporal contact
network.

Definition 1 Contact: Let vs and ve represent two nodes, respectively; a contact from vs and ve is a
5-tuple cv,s,i = (vs, ve, ti, di, pi), in which ti means the start time of information diffusion, di means the
delay of information diffusion and pi represents the diffusion probability.

Definition 2 Temporal Contact Network: A temporal contact network can be represented as G =
(V,E) with node setV and edge set E, in which each edge represents a contact between the two adjacent
nodes, and E = {ca,b,i} where a ∈ V, b ∈ V, i = {1, 2, 3...}.

Definition 3 Temporal Diffusion Path: Given a temporal contact network G = (V,E), a temporal
diffusion path is a sequence of m contacts, denoted P = {c0,1,1, c1,2,2, ..., cm,n,n} where the start diffusion
time of the latter contact ci,i+1,i+1 and the previous contact ci−1,i,i should satisfy the condition ti+di ≤ ti+1.

Figure 1. Illustration of temporal contact network and temporal diffusion path.

Figure 1 shows a temporal contact network which is composed of nodes linked by edges with the
start time of influence, delay of information diffusion and influence probability. In Figure 1,
(B,C, 4, 1, 0.9) represents the contact between node B and node C. P = {(A, B, 1, 2, 0.8), (B,C, 4, 1,
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0.9), (C,D, 7, 1, 0.8)} is a temporal diffusion path, the start time of the previous one of the two
adjacent contacts (A, B, 1, 2, 0.8) and (B,C, 4, 1, 0.9) is 1, the delay of information diffusion is 2 and
the start time of the latter one is 4; it is obvious that 1 + 2 < 4, which satisfies the condition
t1 + d1 ≤ t2. Similarly, the two adjacent contacts (B,C, 4, 1, 0.9) and (C, F, 3, 2, 0.8) do not meet the
time constraint of a temporal diffusion path, so P = {(A, B, 1, 2, 0.8), (B,C, 4, 1, 0.9), (C, F, 3, 2, 0.8)} is
not a temporal diffusion path.

Definition 4 Time Diffusion Path Length: Given a temporal diffusion path, the number of contacts
that make up a temporal diffusion path is called the time diffusion path length.

For example, P = {(A, B, 1, 2, 0.8), (B,C, 4, 1, 0.9), (C,D, 7, 1, 0.8)} in Figure 1, whose time
diffusion path length is 3.

Definition 5 Influenced Node: Given a known influenced node vs, ve is a node of the temporal
contact network; if there is a temporal diffusion path from node vs to ve, ve is regarded as an influenced
node only when ve is verified and actually influenced.

For example, node A is an initial influenced node and there is a temporal diffusion path from node
A to node C; whether node C is an influenced node needs to be confirmed.

Definition 6 Nodes Within h-hops of Influenced Node: Given a known influenced node v0; if vi is
the node within h-hops of v0 means that there is a temporal diffusion path from v0 to vi, at least, and
the time diffusion path length of this temporal diffusion path l must be l ≤ h.

For example, node A is an initial influenced node, and {B,C, E, F,H, I} are nodes within 2-hops of
node A in Figure 1.

Definition 7 Influenced Time: Suppose that vs is a known influenced node, ve is an adjacent node
of vs and there is a contact cs,e,i from node vs to ve. If node ve is affected by node vs, the influenced time
of ve is t = ti + di.

Definition 8 Infection Probability: There is an influence probability for each contact in the
temporal diffusion path, so each temporal diffusion path has infection probability Pr(e). The method
of computing nodes’ infection probability on the temporal diffusion path is described in [3] and [4]
and it is based on the inclusion-exclusion principle. However, the value is approximate probability.

[Problem Formulation] Given a temporal contact network G = (V,E), an initial influenced node
set L ∈ V, the number of verifications N, time limit T and hop limit h, the target is to find influenced
nodes as possible out of V − L with N times of verification. These undetermined nodes are within
h-hops of known influenced nodes during the dynamic querying process and their influenced time t
needs to be less than T .

3.2. Common nodes on temporal diffusion paths

As we know, it is impossible to test all nodes in the time contact network one by one to discover
more influenced nodes within the limited verifications. The probabilities of nodes within h-hops of
an influenced node are computed in [3] and [4], and these nodes with a high probability are selected
to be verified. It is clear that, no matter which node is selected, only one node can be verified for
each verification. Suppose that each selected node is an influenced node; N influenced nodes can be
obtained after N times of verification in the best case. However, if more than one influenced node can
be found during one verification, the number of influenced nodes can increase.

If some temporal diffusion paths have a common node, it means that these temporal diffusion paths
must pass through the node. In this section, we will discuss the common nodes on temporal diffusion
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paths.
Definition 9 Common Nodes on Temporal Diffusion Paths: If there are several temporal diffusion

paths from the known influenced nodes to node v and all these temporal diffusion paths pass through
node vx, then the common node among these temporal diffusion paths is vx.

Given a temporal contact network G = (V,E), L is an initial influenced node set and node vm is
confirmed to be an influenced node at time t. There are k temporal diffusion paths {P1, P2, ...Pk} from
nodes in L to node vm, and v is a common node on these temporal diffusion paths; then, node v must
be an influenced node under the closed-world assumption.

For convenience, we only record the nodes of the temporal diffusion path; for example in Figure 1,
this temporal diffusion path, P = {(A, B, 1, 2, 0.8), (B,C, 4, 1, 0.9)}, is marked as P = {A→ B→ C}, so
the k temporal diffusion paths can be expressed as follows:

P1 :< v0 → a1 → a2 → v→ an → vm >

P2 :< v1 → b1 → v→ ...→ bn → vm >

......

Pk :< v0 → k1 → ...→ v→ kn → vm >

(3.1)

where ai, bi and ki are nodes of the temporal contact network with i = {1, 2, 3...}. Because node v is the
common node among these k temporal diffusion paths, any Pi of k temporal diffusion paths would pass
through node v. The information must pass through node v when it travels along Pi from the initial
node to vm, which means that information arrives to vm from the initial node by way of node v. Node
vm is a known influenced node, so node v must have been influenced before vm became the influenced
node.

For example, in Figure 2, node A is the initial influenced node. If node F is confirmed to be an
influenced node, nodes B,D, E are all influenced nodes that do not need to be verified. Node F is the
influenced node, and information can only be diffused to node F from node E under the closed-world
assumption; thus, it is not necessary to verify node E, which must be an influenced node. Likewise,
nodes D, B are also influenced nodes. However, node C cannot be regarded as an influenced node;
because there is a temporal diffusion path from node B to node D, information may be diffused from
node B to node D without going through node C.

Figure 2. Illustration of common nodes in temporal diffusion paths.

However, not all common nodes need to be obtained by path calculation. If v is a new influenced
node and the indegree of v is one, the previous node v f which points to v must be an influenced node.
An indegree of v equal to one means that there is only one path from node v f to node v; if v is an
influenced node, information can only travel from node v f to node v. For example, the indegree of
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node F is one in Figure 2 and node F is an influenced node; the previous node E must be an influenced
node. Similarly, the indegree of node E is one; the previous node D is an influenced node.

It is clear that, if a node v is verified as an influenced node and there exist common nodes on the
temporal diffusion paths from the known influenced nodes to node v, these common nodes can be
viewed as influenced nodes directly.

4. Effective methods for influenced nodes discovery based on common nodes

It is possible that more influenced nodes can be found if there exist common nodes on the temporal
diffusion paths, as described in Section 3.2. In this section, the idea of common nodes is applied to
methods for influenced nodes discovery. We design three algorithms based on common nodes and
discuss each algorithm separately.

4.1. CHDS algorithm

At first, we discuss a HDS algorithm based on common nodes (CHDS), which adds the common
nodes idea to the HDS algorithm directly. The infection probability of nodes within h-hops of
influenced nodes are computed in the HDS algorithm, and the nodes with maximum infection
probability will be selected to verify after computation. Then, the HDS algorithm updates the
infection probability of nodes in time and carries out a new round of discovering influenced nodes. If
a new influenced node is found, we try to find the common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths to
the new influenced node. These common nodes can be regarded as influenced nodes without
verification according to the common nodes idea we have discussed in Section 3.2.

The implementation of the CHDS algorithm is as follows:
[Step 1] Generate the candidate set.
The CDHS algorithm computes the infection probabilities of nodes within h-hops of each influenced

nodes in L and puts them into the candidate set. In the process, it makes a note of which nodes affect
these nodes.

[Step 2] Verify nodes and search for common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths.
Node vk, which has maximum infection probability, is selected to be verified in the candidate set. If

vk is influenced, the common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths from those nodes which affect vk

to node vk are found. Those nodes which affect node vk are marked in the candidate set.
[Step 3] Update infection probability of the candidate node set.
When finding the new influenced nodes, the infection probability of nodes in the candidate node

set will change. It is necessary to update the infection probability of the nodes in the candidate node
set. Meanwhile, new candidate nodes may be generated that are within the h-hops range of the new
influenced node. These new candidate nodes should be appended to the candidate node set.

In contrast to the HDS algorithm, the CHDS algorithm searches for the common nodes after
verification. Algorithm 1 is the implementation of searching for the common nodes from the initial
node set V to node vk. If the indegree of vk is one, the previous node of vk can be added to the result
set C. Then, all nodes with 1 indegree before vk will be added to the result set C via a while loop, as
shown in Line 2. Line 7 serves to find the temporal diffusion paths within h-hops from the initial node
set V to node v, whose indegree is more than 1. Lines 9–13 serve to find the common nodes on these
temporal diffusion paths.
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Algorithm 1: Finding Common Nodes: FindCN(V,vk,h)
Input: V: the set of nodes that affect vk, h: hop limit
Output: C: the set of common nodes on temporal diffusion paths

1 C← ϕ, v← vk;
2 while the indegree v is 1 do
3 C← C ∪ v;
4 v← the previous of v;
5 end
6 for vi ∈ V do
7 P← getPath(vi, v, h);
8 end
9 for vi ∈ P0 do

10 if (vi on the paths {P1, P2, ...Pn} then
11 C← C ∪ vi;
12 end
13 end
14 return C;

4.2. ICHDS algorithm

It is necessary to compute the infection probability of all nodes within h-hops of the known
influenced nodes, which consumes a lot of computational resources. In this section, we talk about the
ICHDS algorithm, which is an HDS algorithm based on indegree and common nodes. The ICHDS
algorithm selects nodes within h-hops of influenced nodes for calculation by indegree. As far as the
node indegree is concerned, the more indegree of a node the more likely it is to receive messages from
other nodes. The efficiency of the algorithm is improved by reducing the number of computed nodes.

The ICHDS algorithm also generates a candidate set first. The difference between the ICHDS and
CHDS algorithms is that the ICHDS algorithm does not aim to compute the probability of all nodes
within h-hops of the influenced nodes, but to sort the indegree of nodes within h-hops of the initial
influenced nodes and compute the infection probability of the node with the maximum indegree. If
there are some nodes with the same indegree, they are put into the candidate set in order of their
probabilities.

Algorithm 2: Get Candidate Set: getCandidateSet(G,L,h,t)
Input: G: the temporal contact network, L: the set of initial influenced nodes , h: hop limit, t:

time limit
Output: C: the candidate set

1 C← ϕ;
2 V← getMaxIndegreeV(L, h);
3 C← ComputePro(G,L,V, t);
4 S ortV(C);
5 return C;
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Algorithm 2 is the process of getting the candidate set. The second line obtains the node set with the
maximum indegree within h-hops of the initial influenced nodes. The third line computes the infection
probability of the above nodes with the maximum indegree and puts them into the candidate set. The
fourth line sorts the nodes in the candidate set according to their probabilities.

After getting the candidate set, we should select a node to verify and search for the common nodes
on temporal diffusion paths. Specifically, the node marked v with maximum infection probability in the
candidate set is selected to be verified. If node v is influenced, the common nodes on these temporal
diffusion paths from the initial influenced nodes to node v should be found. These common nodes
are put into the result set if the common nodes exist. If v is not an influenced node, the next node
is selected from the candidate set for verification. When the candidate set is empty, it needs to be
regenerated, that is, the nodes whose indegree is 1 less than the last time are selected for infection
probability computation, and these nodes are put into the candidate set for verification.

For example, A is the initial influenced node in Figure 2; suppose that the hop limit is 3 and the
indegree of node D is 2, which is the maximum indegree. Node D is selected to be verified based on
the above method. There are two temporal diffusion paths from node A to node D, that is, {A → B →
C → D} and {A → B→ D}. Node B is the common node of the two temporal diffusion paths; if node
D is influenced, node B must be an influenced node.

When the new influenced nodes are found, the nodes in the candidate set need to be updated in
time, because nodes within h-hops change with the new influenced node. These nodes with maximum
indegree within h-hops of the new influenced node should be found first. If their indegree is greater
than or equal to the indegree of the nodes in the current candidate set, the infection probability of
these nodes are computed, and these nodes are put into the candidate set in order of their infection
probabilities. Otherwise, the candidate set will not be updated.

Algorithm 3: Update Candidate Set: updateCandidateSet(G,C,h,v)
Input: G: the temporal contact network, C: the candidate set , h: hop limit, v: the new

influenced node
Output: C: the candidate set

1 V← getMaxIndegreeV(v, h);
2 n← getIndegree(V);
3 if (n > getIndegree(C) then
4 C ∪ComputePro(G,L, v, t);
5 S ortV(C);
6 end
7 return C;

Algorithm 3 shows the update of the candidate set. Lines 1 and 2 obtain the nodes with the
maximum indegree within h-hops of the new influenced node and the indegree is marked as n.
Lines 3–6 update the candidate set according to the size of n and the indegree of the original
candidate set.
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4.3. PCHDS algorithm

Although infection probability is not computed for all nodes within h-hops of the influenced nodes
in the ICHDS algorithm, it also takes time to find the nodes with the maximum indegree and the
common nodes on the temporal diffusion paths. In addition, the infection probability is usually an
approximate probability, which is inaccurate and requires a lot of computation. In this section, an
HDS algorithm based on path and common nodes (PCHDS) is proposed, which gives some effective
measures for improvement.

First, we will discuss the improvements of the PCHDS algorithm, which has two primary new
improvements.

[Improvement 1] The exception of common nodes.
Suppose that v0 is the initial influenced node and vm is an influenced node by verification. If there

is only one temporal diffusion path from v0 to vm, it is obvious that all nodes between v0 and vm are
influenced nodes. The computation of common nodes is easier when we try to find as many such
temporal diffusion path as possible.

[Improvement 2] The computation of infection probability.
The process of calculating the infection probability of nodes in the temporal contact network is not

simple, a previously published paper [4] introduces the calculation methods of different structures. The
simplest and most accurate method of infection probability is the linear structure, which has only one
temporal diffusion path from the known influenced node to the node that is to be calculated. In this
structure, the infection probability of the node to be computed is the product of the probability of each
contact on the temporal diffusion path. In such a temporal diffusion path, the indegree of the rest of
the nodes in the temporal contact network is one, except for the head node. For the convenience of
expression, we call this temporal diffusion path as a temporal diffusion path with 1 indegree.

Then, we will describe the implementation of the PCHDS algorithm. The main idea of the PCHDS
algorithm is to find the temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree as far as possible from the known
influence nodes and select the node that is far away from the known influenced nodes on the temporal
diffusion path to confirm. The flow chart of the PCHDS algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

Begin

Form the candidate path set

Select TDP from the candidate 
path set for node confirmation

Update the candidate path set

End

Figure 3. Flow chart of PCHDS algorithm.
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The specific method is as follows:
[Step 1] The temporal diffusion path within h-hops of the initial influenced nodes are obtained to

form the candidate path set.
We can know that, if the node at the end of the temporal diffusion path is verified as an influenced

node and the temporal diffusion path is composed of nodes with 1 indegree, all nodes on the whole
temporal diffusion path can be regarded as the influenced nodes without confirmation, according to
the previous description. Because each contact has a certain probability, it is obvious that, if the
temporal diffusion path length is longer, the infection probability of the last node on the path is lower.
We set a threshold pmin for the minimum infection probability in the PCHDS algorithm in order to
ensure the validity of verification. The infection probability of the tail node on the temporal diffusion
path is required to be greater than or equal to pmin. These temporal diffusion paths are put into the
candidate path set in accordance with the length of the temporal diffusion paths. If the temporal
diffusion paths have the same length, we can put these temporal diffusion paths into the candidate
path set in accordance with their infection probabilities. If there is no temporal diffusion path with 1
indegree or the infection probabilities of all temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree are less than
pmin, the node adjacent to the known influenced node and with the maximum infection probability
within h-hops is selected to form a candidate path with the known influenced node.

Algorithm 4: Get Candidate Path Set: getCandidatePath(G,L,h,t,p)
Input: G: the temporal contact network, L: the set of initial influenced nodes , h: hop limit, t:

time limit, p: the minimum infection probability threshold
Output: C: the candidate path set

1 C← ϕ;
2 for vi ∈ L do
3 r ← getPath(G, vi, h, t, p);
4 S ortV(C ∪ r);
5 end
6 return C;

Algorithm 4 gets these temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree within h-hops of the known
influenced nodes to form the candidate path set. The function getPath of line 3 obtains the temporal
diffusion paths with 1 indegree and an infection probability that is greater than or equal to pmin within
h-hops of node vi, and it records the infection probability of each node on the temporal diffusion path.
Line 4 adds the new temporal diffusion path to the candidate path set according to the length and
infection probability of the new temporal diffusion path.

[Step 2] The temporal diffusion path is selected from the candidate path set for node confirmation.
The farthest node of the first temporal diffusion path of the candidate path set is selected to be

verified. If the node is influenced, all nodes on the temporal diffusion path can be put into the result
set. Otherwise, the farthest node needs to be removed from the temporal diffusion path and the temporal
diffusion path length is reduced by 1. This new temporal diffusion path is put into the candidate set
according to the length and infection probability; then, the first temporal diffusion path of this current
candidate path set is selected to be verified as described earlier.

[Step 3] The candidate path set should be updated.
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The temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree within h-hops of the new influenced node should be
obtained in this step. If two adjacent nodes (called A and B) are all influenced nodes, node A can be
removed from this temporal diffusion path {A→ B→ ...}.

Figure 4. Illustration of updating process for the candidate path set.

As is shown in Figure 4, suppose that node A is the initial influenced node and node D is the
verified influenced node; nodes B and C can be regarded as influenced nodes without verification.
These temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree from node B, node C and node D need to be found
while updating the candidate path set. As nodes C and E are adjacent nodes of node B and node C is
an influenced node, it is unnecessary to find the temporal diffusion path along node C from node B.
Finally, two new temporal diffusion paths are {B → E → F} and {C → G}. Algorithm 5 shows the
process of updating the candidate path set.

Algorithm 5: Update Candidate Path Set: updateCandidatePath(G,C,h,V,R,p)
Input: G: the temporal contact network, C: the candidate path set, h: hop limit, V: the

influenced node set on the new temporal diffusion path, R: the result set, p: the
minimum infection probability threshold

Output: C: the candidate path set
1 for vi ∈ V do
2 A← getAd jV(vi);
3 for ai ∈ A do
4 if (ai < R) then
5 r ← vi ∪ getPath(G, ai, h − 1, t, p);
6 S ort(C ∪ r);
7 end
8 end
9 end

10 return C;
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5. Experiments

We performed some relative experiments to analyze the performance of our algorithms in this
section.

5.1. Experimental setup

[Experimental setting] All of these experiments were conducted on a computer equipped with an
Intel Core i5 processor and 16GB memory. The operating system version was Windows 10. These
experiments were programmed by using Java language.

[Experimental Datasets] We used the Kronecker graph model [37] to generate datasets, which
is often used to generate synthetic datasets for information diffusion. Kronecker graphs can model
realistic networks very well [38]. However, the Kronecker graph is static, so we added time and
diffusion probability to the graph to form a temporal diffusion network. In this dataset, the temporal
diffusion path with 1 indegree, whose length is greater than or equal to 2, accounts for approximately
5% of the total number of edges. The dataset was marked as s − 5. In order to verify the impact of
common nodes on the experimental result, we added some temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree
whose length is 2 to s − 5 to form two datesets donated as s − 10 and s − 15. Meanwhile, we deleted
all the temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree, whose length are greater than or equal to 2, from s− 5
to form a new dateset called s − 0. The precision and efficiency of our algorithms were tested on the
four datasets.

[Calculation method of precision and recall] The precision was evaluated using the method
described in [3] and [4], where C is the node set selected for verification and S t(ui|t) is the influenced
state of ui at time t. If the number of verifications is N, |C| = N. If ui is influenced, S t(ui|t) = 1;
otherwise, S t(ui|t) = 0. The recall test method was extended from the formula proposed in [3].
Because of the common nodes, new nodes can be added to the result set without verification.
Therefore, a new parameter n was added to the formula of recall, which is the number of influenced
nodes without verification. The parameter V in Eq (3) is the node set of the temporal contact network.
It is obvious that a higher precision and recall means more effective verification, and more influenced
nodes can be found in the time contact network with a limited number of verification times.

Precision =
1
|C|

∑
ui∈C

St(ui|t) (5.1)

Recall = (
∑
ui∈C

St(ui|t) + n)/
∑
ui∈V

St(ui|t) (5.2)

5.2. Contrast experiment

1) Comparison of our algorithms CHDS, ICHDS and PCHDS
We propose three algorithms in this paper; some comparison experiments for the three algorithms

are presented in this section. Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of precision and recall within 2-hops
of the influenced nodes of the three algorithms on different datasets.

Figure 5 is the comparison of precision on different datasets, where N is the verification time and I
is the predetermined influenced node set. On the whole, the PCHDS algorithm had the high precision,
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Figure 5. Precision on different datasets.

and the ICHDS algorithm precision was lower than that of the other two algorithms. The PCHDS
algorithm is limited by the minimum infection probability threshold, as it will select the adjacent node
with the maximum probability within h-hops for verification. The ICHDS algorithm takes the indegree
of nodes within h-hops as a condition for node selection; however, some nodes have a larger indegree
but there are less temporal diffusion paths to these nodes, which causes the lower precision.
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Figure 6. Recall on different datasets.

Figure 6 is the comparison on recall of different datasets. On the whole, the recall of the PCHDS
algorithm is higher than that of the other two algorithms because of the common nodes. If a node is
verified as an influenced node, these common nodes of temporal diffusion paths can be regarded as
influenced nodes without verification. However, it is difficult to find common nodes when the hop
limit is 2 in the CHDS and ICHDS algorithms. As can be seen from Figure 6, the number of temporal
diffusion paths with 1 indegree is different on the three datasets; the s−15 dataset had the most temporal
diffusion paths with 1 indegree, so the PCHDS algorithm had the best recall. Through the experimental
comparisons, with the increase of common nodes in the dataset, the recall of the PCHDS algorithm is
improved.

The ICHDS algorithm had lower precision and recall than the CHDS algorithm on different datasets
according to the experiments. However, instead of computing the infection probability of all nodes
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within h-hops of the influenced nodes, the ICHDS algorithm selects nodes to compute the infection
probability according to the indegree. The ICHDS algorithm does not consume a lot of computing
power to calculate the infection probability of nodes.

In addition, the number of hops has an effect on the efficiency. It is clear that, when h is larger, more
candidate nodes need to be calculated and more time is spent. As there is no common node when h
is 1, the precision and recall of the three algorithms in the 2-hops and 3-hops range on the s−15 dataset
were compared. As shown in Figure 7, the precision and recall of the three algorithms did not vary
significantly with the increase of hops. This is because of the lower infection probability of the node
which is far away from the initial influenced nodes with the increase of hops. It is less likely to select
the distant node when selecting nodes to be verified. Therefore, there is little difference between the
2-hops and 3-hops in precision and recall. However, these algorithms need to spend more time when
the hop is three.
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Figure 7. Precision-recall of different hops.

Then, we analyzed the time complexity of the algorithms. For the CHDS and ICHDS algorithms,
the first step is to compute the infection probability of the nodes and select one node to verify; then, the
query of the common nodes is carried out if the verification is successful. The CHDS algorithm adds
the common node query to the HDS algorithm directly, and the HDS algorithm computes the infection
probability of all nodes within the h-hops range of the known influenced nodes. The time complexity
of computing the infection probability of each node is O(dh), where d is the out-degree of a node and h
is the hot limit, so the time complexity of computing the infection probability of all nodes is O(dh ∗ n),
where n is the number of nodes within the h-hops range of the known influenced nodes. The ICHDS
algorithm does not need to compute the infection probability of all nodes within the h-hops range. It
selects the node with the largest indegree to compute the infection probability, which can be obtained
quickly by setting the index, so the time complexity is O(dh). Both the CHDS algorithm and ICHDS
algorithm need to search the common nodes on temporal diffusion paths; the time complexity of the
whole query process is O(l1 ∗ l2) at best, where l1 and l2 mean the number of nodes on the first and
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second temporal diffusion paths, respectively. However, it would go through every node on all temporal
diffusion paths at worst. The main time consumption of the PCHDS algorithm involves finding these
temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree in the range of h-hops, whose time complexity is O(dh). It
takes the least time because there is no common node query process in the PCHDS algorithm.

2) Comparison of our algorithms, HDS and AHDS
There are no obvious effects on the result between 2-hops and 3-hops, but 3-hops increases the

complexity of the calculation, so we compared our algorithms with the HDS and AHDS algorithms
within 2-hops on the s − 15 dataset. Figure 8 is the experiment result. From the comparison, both
the precision and recall of algorithms HDS, CHDS and ICHDS were lower than those of the other
two algorithms, AHDS and PCHDS. The CHDS algorithm is based on the HDS algorithm, which
add a common node query to the HDS algorithm, so the precision of the CHDS and HDS are similar.
The ICHDS algorithm selects a node for probability calculation according to the indegree; however, a
node with a large indegree does not mean it has more temporal diffusion paths and a larger infection
probability, so the precision of ICHDS was lower than that of the HDS algorithm. The recall of
algorithms 2-HDS, 2-CHDS and 2-ICHDS were similar because it is difficult to find common nodes
within 2-hops. The precision and recall of ICHDS are more dependent on the network topology as the
number of hops grows. The following section is the analysis of the AHDS and PCHDS algorithms.
The results show that PCHDS and AHDS have similar precision because of the minimum infection
threshold in the PCHDS algorithm. When the infection probability of a candidate node is low, the
adjacent nodes of the influenced nodes are selected to verified, but the idea of the AHDS algorithm is
to verify these nodes which are adjacent to the influenced nodes. The recall of the PCHDS algorithm
is higher than that of the AHDS algorithm because of common nodes, which means that effective
searching can bring more than one influenced node and increase the total influenced nodes in the result
set. Obviously, if the number of common nodes is larger, the recall of the PCHDS algorithm is better.
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Figure 8. Precision-recall of different algorithms.
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5.3. Ablation experiment

We can see from the previous comparison experiments that the PCHDS algorithm is the best of our
three algorithms and the AHDS algorithm is better than the HDS algorithm. In this section, we present
some ablation experiments about the PCHDS and AHDS algorithms on two factors: one is common
nodes, and the other is verification times.

First, we ran the two algorithms on the s − 0 dataset. It is clear that the PCHDS algorithm cannot
find common nodes on the s − 0 dataset, as no more than one influenced node could be obtained in
each verification. The two algorithms have similar precision and recall because the PCHDS algorithm
selects adjacent nodes, which has maximum infection probability when the length of temporal diffusion
paths with 1 indegree is one or zero. However, the PCHDS algorithm spends more time in this case
because it searches temporal diffusion paths with 1 indegree at first, and then it computes the adjacent
nodes infection probability.

Then, we consider the second factor: the predetermined influenced node set. The comparison
experiment was carried out on the three datasets s − 0, s − 5 and s − 15. The s − 0 dataset had no
common node, the s − 5 dataset did not change the topology of the Kronecker graph and the s − 15
dataset included more common nodes. The experiment validates the effect of verification times on
the query of influenced nodes on the same dataset. All nodes on the three datasets were preset as
influenced nodes, so each verification was successful. We compared the two algorithms 2-AHDS and
2-PCHDS in this case. Table 2 was the experiment result, which shows that the number of influenced
nodes found in the AHDS algorithm cannot exceed the limit of verification times, while the PCHDS
algorithm can breakthrough the limitation. For example, when the number of verifications is 50, the
2-PCHDS algorithm can find 53 and 58 influenced nodes on the s− 5 and s− 15 datasets, respectively,
while the AHDS algorithm can only get 50 influenced nodes in two datasets. However, if there is
no common node on the temporal diffusion paths, the PCHDS algorithm cannot find more influenced
nodes, just like the s − 0 dateset.

Table 2. Comparison of the number of verifications and influenced nodes.

Algorithms Verification times s − 0 s − 5 s − 15

2-AHDS
50 50 50 50

150 150 150 150
300 300 300 300

2-PCHDS
50 50 53 58

150 150 153 163
300 300 311 329

The experimental results show that, if there are more common nodes in the temporal contact network
and each node selected to be verified is an influenced node, more nodes than verification times can be
found with the limited number of verifications. In an ideal world, more than N influenced nodes can
be found given N verification times.
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6. Conclusions

The goal of the influenced nodes discovery in the temporal contact network is to find as many
influenced nodes as possible before the check time t under k times of verification. In order to find
more influenced nodes, we consider the common nodes on temporal diffusion paths in this paper. We
designed three algorithms, i.e., CHDS, ICHDS and PCHDS, which are based on common nodes. The
CHDS algorithm adds a common node searching step to the HDS algorithm, and the ICHDS algorithm
considers node indegree in infection probability calculation. The PCHDS algorithm takes account of
the exception of common nodes and the simplicity of infection probability calculation. We did some
comparison experiments and ablation experiments, which show that our methods can find more than N
influenced nodes given the number of verifications N in the best case.
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